
44 Simple Present Tense (4) :  Simple Present Tense (4) :  
There is / There areThere is / There are

We use ‘there is’ and ‘there are’ to say that 
something exists.

e.g.  There is (There’s) a swing.

e.g.  There are some flowers.

There are many bananas!

 Fill in the blanks with there is or there are. 

1   four computers in the library.

2   six pens on the desk.

3   a noticeboard in the school office.

4   two parrots in my home.

5   a bench in the park.

6   a dog under the tree.

7   many fish in the sea.

8   one tiger and seven  
hippos in the zoo.

9   a lamp in my room.  

Marks:  /9

noticeboard (n.)  parrot (n.)  bench (n.)

1 thing

more than 1 thing
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Date: 
Total Marks:  /28

After ‘there’, we use ‘is / are’, but not ‘has / have’.

e.g.  There has a tree.      e.g.  There have three pigs.
is are

 Fill in the blanks with is , are , has or have. 

  There 1   an art room in my school. We 2   our 

Art classes there. There 3   many pictures in the room. My picture  

4   there too. In my picture, there 5   two rabbits. 

They 6   big and long ears. There 7   a butterfly too. 

It 8   beautiful wings. The butterfly 9   on the rabbit’s 

head. The rabbits and the butterfly 10   good friends.

 The circled words are wrong. Write the correct words in the 
blanks.

e.g.   There is nine pencils. 

1  Jimmy is three English books. 

2  Kate has a pink dresses. 

3  There has a bottle on the table. 

4  I have 30 classmate. 

5  There is four zebras in the zoo.  

6  There is some toys under the chair.  

7  My mum have many T-shirts. 

8  There have two books in the classroom.  

9  There are a girl.  

Marks:  /10

Marks:  /9

are
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 Fill in the blanks with on , in , under or near.

1  Tom sits  a brown chair. 

2             There are some dishes  the cupboard.

3  The English books are  the shelf. 

4          Mrs Chan sits  a red armchair.

5  The hamster is  the bowl. 

6           There is a lamp  the bench.

Marks:  /6

Fixing Common Errors (1)Fixing Common Errors (1)66

Remember to use ‘on’ for ‘chair’, but ‘in’ for ‘armchair’.

✘ Andy sits in a chair.

✔ Andy sits on a chair.
✘ Grandpa sits on an armchair.

✔ Grandpa sits in an armchair.

Remember to use ‘in’ for cupboard, but ‘on’ for ‘shelf’.

✘ There are two glasses on the cupboard.

✔ There are two glasses in the cupboard.
✘ There is a teddy bear in the shelf.

✔ There is a teddy bear on the shelf.
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Remember that ‘am not’ does not have a short form.

Date: 
Total Marks:  /19

Remember to use ‘there is’ before a singular noun.

✘ There are a robot and two dolls. ✔ There is a robot and two dolls.

 The circled words are wrong. Write the correct words in the 
blanks.

e.g.  These is my pens. 

1  There are a big fish in the river. 

2  Andy’s toy helicopter is in the shelf. 

3  There are a ruler and two pencils on the table.  

4  I amn’t a bad student. 

5  Kelly have long hair.  

6  There have many toy cars in this shop. 

7  I is not a girl. 

8  Those are my classmate.  

9  There is a balloons in the room. 

10  My dog are not on my bed.   

11  The puppy is in a chair.   

12  That are your coat. 

13  Billy and Rick has some toy trains. 

Marks:  /13

are

✘ I amn’t a tall girl. ✔ I am not a tall girl. 
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Look! I am flying 
in the sky!

 Fill in the blanks with in or on.

1  Harry’s school bag is  the ground. 

2  James is  the park. He is  the see-saw. He is happy! 

3  There is a bird  the sky. The dog  the road is barking at it.

4  Tim is swimming  the sea. Tim’s mother is sleeping  the 

beach.

5  The wolf has a house  the forest. The 

house is  the grass.

6  Macy is  her bedroom. There are some 

books  her desk. 

Marks:  /11

in on

in the park in the sky on the grass on the beach

in the sea in the pond on the see-saw on the road

ground (n.)  bark (v.)  forest (n.)

1111 Prepositions of Position (2) :  Prepositions of Position (2) :  
in the garden / in the garden / on the beachon the beach H

K
E

P
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 Fill in the blanks with in or on.

  Sandy and her mum are 1   the zoo. There 

are many animals. The penguins are walking 2   

the ice. The lions are sleeping 3   the rocks. The 

hippos are swimming 4   the pond.

  There is a big garden. 5   the garden,  

there are many tall trees. There are apples and  

oranges 6   the trees. Many bees and  

birds are flying. 

  There is a big glass house too. 7   the 

glass house, there are many butterflies. They have 

many colours. 8   the wall of the house, 

there are many pictures. 9   the pictures, 

there are many beautiful flowers.

Marks:  /9

Date: 
Total Marks:  /20

in on

in the house in the playground on the farm on the window

in the garden in the zoo on the tree on the wall
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1414

 Fill in the blanks with the present continuous tense of the 
verbs in brackets.

e.g.  Kathy  (play) a game now.

 Listen! Jimmy and Wendy  (sing) in the music lesson. 

2  I  (watch) TV with my brother now.

3  Helen  (tidy) her bedroom now.

4  Listen! Molly  (talk) to the monitor.

5  The cats  (drink) some milk now.

6  Look! Lucy  (cook) with her parents.

7  Look! My neighbours  (paint) pictures.

Marks:  /7

is playing

1

We use the present continuous tense to talk about something that is  
happening now.

Present Continuous Tense (1) :  Present Continuous Tense (1) :  
am / are / am / are / is  +  doingis  +  doing

Look! I am eating.

Listen!

He

is singing.She

It

You

are drawing now.We

They

Look! I am climbing a tree!

Look! Listen! now

monitor (n.)  parent (n.)  neighbour (n.)
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 Put the words in the correct order. Write the sentences.

1  not / are / brothers / My / sleeping / now / .

 

2  bell / The / ringing / is / Listen! / .

 

3  eating / Look! / am / I / not / .

 

4  going / school / are / to / now / We / .

 

 The circled words are wrong. Write the correct words in the 
blanks.

e.g.  Ada and Susan is wearing T-shirts now. 

1  Tim are drawing a picture now. 

2  Listen! They is laughing. 

3  Look! The girls are help Mrs Lee. 

4  My mum is no cleaning the table now. 

Marks:  /4

Marks:  /4

are

Date: 
Total Marks:  /15

We can add ‘not’ after ‘am / is / are’.

Look! I am not drinking.

Listen!

He

is not talking.She

It

You

are not playing now.We

They
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VerbsVerbs  ++  PrepositionsPrepositions  (1)(1)2323

Dinny, I’m putting up 
my hand now.

 Fill in the blanks with the words in the boxes.

to  at  in  on away  up  down  off  back

1  Let’s go out now. Can you turn  the light, please? 

2  Dad wants to watch TV. Then, he turns  the TV. 

3  Do you have questions? Put  your hand. 

4  Miss Wong points  the library and says, ‘You can borrow  
books there.’

5  Mr Chan says, ‘Time is up. Put  your pencils. Hand 
 your test papers to me’.

6  John’s room is messy. John’s mum says, ‘Put  the toys on the 
floor, please.’

Marks:  /7

then (adv.)  library (n.)  borrow (v.)

Hania, this is your 
wing, not your 
hand! Ha ha …

go
away 離開
back 回去

hand in 呈交

point
at 指着（某物件）
to 指向（某方位）

put

away 執拾
down 放低（手）

up 舉高（手）

turn
off 關掉
on 打開
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Date: 
Total Marks:  /20

 Put the words in the correct order. Write the sentences.  

1  on / the / turn / Please / fan / .

 

2  please / in / homework / Hand / , / your / .

 

3  classroom / to / Go / your / back / . 

 

4  dog / is / at / pointing / the / Peter /.

 

 Fill in the blanks with the words in the box.

off  on  in  at  to  from  up

Marks:  /4

Marks:  /9

Alice the Naughty GirlAlice the Naughty Girl

  Alice has a brother. He is Tim. This morning, Tim puts his Chinese book  

1   his school bag. In the afternoon, Tim cannot find it! Alice 

points 2   the toilet. ‘Tim, your Chinese book is 3   

the toilet,’ Alice says. Tim walks 4   his bedroom 5   

the toilet. Suddenly, Alice turns 6   the light in the toilet! Tim cries! 

Then, Alice’s mum runs 7   the toilet and turns 8   

the light. She asks, ‘Who is naughty?’ Alice puts 9   her hand. 

Alice’s mum is angry. She says, ‘Alice, don’t do it any more!’ 
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Revision Test (4) Revision Test (4) 2525

 Fill in the blanks with the words in the boxes.

can  cannot dance  do  sing  swim

Jack: Mum, our class has a show on Monday. What 1   I 

 in the show?

Mum: 2   you   a song?

Jack: No, I 3  .

Mum: You like sports. 4   you  in the classroom? 

Jack: Yes, I 5  . I 6    it well.

Mum: Good! You 7    in the show.

 Circle the correct words.   

  Little Bee is a new student at Animal Primary School. He is very small. His 

classmates and teachers are big! Little Bee lines 1  on / up  to buy some milk. 

Little Bee points 2  at / in  the milk. Oh! No one can see him! He is sad.

  In the English lesson, Miss Giraffe asks a question. Little Bee wants to answer 

it. He puts 3  up / down  his hand. Miss Giraffe is tall. She cannot see Little Bee! 

  At 4 p.m., Little Bee puts 4  away / after  his books and homework. His 

school bag is very heavy. Little Bee is sad. ‘Wait 5  for / back  me! Let me help 

you,’ Jack the Elephant says. Little Bee has a big friend now. He looks  

6  on / after  Little Bee. Little Bee is happy!

Marks:  /7

Marks:  /6

For Units 21 – 24For Units 21 – 24
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Date: 
Total Marks:  /36

 Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs in 
brackets.

  Daisy is in the garden. She can 1   (see) many beautiful flowers. 

She 2   (be) happy. 

  There 3   (be) a frog in the pond. It 4   (not be) happy. 

‘Hello! I 5   (be) Dan the Frog. Can you 6   (help) me?’ the 

frog asks. The frog is very small. Daisy cannot 7   (see) it. Daisy asks, ‘I 

am near the grass. Where 8   (be) you now?’ Dan the Frog says,  

‘I 9   (not jump) on the grass now. I 10   (sit) on a leaf in the 

pond.’

  Daisy looks at the pond. She can 11   (see) Dan the Frog. She asks, 

‘What can I 12   (do) for you?’ Dan the Frog says, ‘I 13   (have) 

a problem. I am tired. I cannot jump. 14   (take) me home, please.’ 

Daisy takes Dan the Frog home. They 15   (be) happy. 

 The circled words are wrong. Write the correct words in 
the blanks.

e.g.  Jason cannot swimming. 

1  Putting down your hands now.  

2  John is sick. He can’t hand on his homework.   

3  The children are not play card games now.   

4  It’s cold. Turns off the fan. 

5  What is you looking for? 

6  Tim always gets down late in the morning.   

7  Can Sue going to her bedroom? 

8  Sam and John has short hair. 

Marks:  /15

Marks:  /8

swim
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